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The streets of Pripyat were paved with foam. The residents perplexed. The date
was April 26, 1986. Just after 1:22 am, as the town slumbered, the few eyewitnesses
awake described an explosion so loud, they thought an aircraft had broken the sound
barrier. The ground shook and shock waves emitted as pillars of black smoke and
wreckage shot into the night sky. What followed was ethereally wicked – a spellbinding column of blue-white light that reached for the stars and vanished as soon
as it appeared. Into the atmosphere, the air was engulfed by an invisible wave of
seven tons of uranium fuel mixed with zirconium and radioactive graphite. The debris containing some of the most dangerous substances known to mankind travelled
from Chernobyl’s newest of four reactors across the Earth’s entire northern hemisphere from Czechoslovakia to Japan and as far west as Scandinavia and Scotland.

More than a decade earlier, a partial meltdown in Leningrad generated a confidential study
that laid bare the high probability of more disasters to come tied to the USSR’s deadly
design faults. Combined with human errors made in the blink of an eye, a runaway chain
of events was set in motion in a process akin to the detonation of an atomic bomb. “Nyet”
was apparently the answer to a long-postponed safety test that should have been carried
out prior to the reactor’s 1983 commissioning. The question: In the event of a blackout,
would backup generators kick in quickly enough to keep pumping the water that cooled
the newest reactor?
Some morning shift workers tried to warn their families to flee. But the police turned them
back. On Sunday, April 27, a full 32 hours after the accident, the order was finally given to
evacuate. It would not be until Monday that the Politburo released an official statement
that an accident had taken place. Only then would the outside world begin to learn of the
50 million curies of radiation that had been released into the atmosphere, the equivalent of
500 Hiroshima bombs.
We pray that today’s coronavirus passes through the arms of history without inflicting near
the damage of the Chernobyl disaster, the worst of nuclear disasters which some projections
suggest took casualties into the hundreds of thousands. Given its clear contagion potential,
it’s clear global officials must act swiftly to contain potential losses. The best news thus far
is the virus appears to be easily treated with adequate medical attention. The risk to the
global economy cannot, however, be dismissed as the world’s second largest economy has
effectively been idled.
As one astute subscriber observed, cracks in the façade of the global reflation meme had
begun to appear before news hit of the virus outbreak. Look no further than the most recent
confidence data from Germany, which surprised to the downside. Even assuming the bestcase scenario of a matter of weeks, not months, before Chinese officials can re-open the
economy, it’s likely that this latest setback will be sufficient to push Germany into recession.
The question for Federal Reserve officials is how, or if, they react to safeguard the still fragile
rebound here in the States. The auto industry is still reeling, and low oil prices promise to
continuing producing red ink and insolvencies in the beleaguered energy industry. As for
U.S. multinationals that were designated to lead earnings out of its recession, that premise
has at the least, been put in a holding pattern through the first quarter.
The U.S. economy has thus segued from tentatively rebounding to the brittle prompting
of markets to begin pricing in more than one rate cut in 2020, the last thing Jerome Powell
wants to see. Today’s Quill, co-authored with bond strategist George Goncalves, will explore the different paths the economy could take from this juncture and what each implies
for the course of both the Fed’s interest rate and balance sheet policies.
How best to keep adequate liquidity in the system to prevent a meltdown? A wise first step
would be to ditch the denialism. With the brave exception of the Dallas Fed’s Robert Kaplan,
no Fed official has owned up to its liquidity operations in their varying forms equating to
quantitative easing (QE). As was the case with an unstable nuclear power plant, the Fed has
been pouring water on the economy’s and markets’ reactors to crush volatility and in doing
so, keep the lights on. We’ve already had a few close calls as volatility erupts from unlikely
corridors. The markets have made it plain that any attempts at gingerly allowing volatility
to rise will likely end in disaster. Into this breach steps Powell. Flipping your perspective
helps depict how very suppressed volatility is.
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Everywhere you look a risk market index is piercing new highs in valuations. This is all
taking place as developed market central banks (CBs) continue to provide ample amounts
of easy money. Long gone are markets free from intervention and in many regards, it feels

like we are living in a version of “Bizarro World”. Ignoring the obvious insanity of accepting
this premise, if we are in “Bizarro World”, market volatility should be viewed upside down
and championed for reaching new extreme readings to sync up with their underlying assets.
Outside of the huge moves in volatility during the financial crisis and recession of 2007-09,
we’ve had smaller and smaller volatility corrections. Each and every time, central banks
charged in with yet more liquidity. It’s all about the suppression of volatility, or at least
that’s the biggest byproduct of CB’s frenetic intervention.
Historically there’s a decent correlation with the movement of cross market volatility – denoted by JP Morgan’s FX (currency) volatility index, rates volatility via the MOVE index and
the familiar VIX for equities – and the amount of stress in the system. We use the St. Louis
Fed financial stress indicator.
Despite signs of volatility in other markets picking up, this past week saw this financial
stress indicator hit the lowest on record, or “Bizarro World” highs as we prefer. Only time
will tell if this is as good as it gets. But one thing we do know is that it won’t stay there if
easy money leaves the system. Since it’s all about financial conditions, the Fed and other
CBs have effectively tethered economies to the volatility markets.

Always Aim for New Highs?
Cross Market Volatility from the “Bizarro World” Perspective
VIX (z-score, inverted left)
MOVE (z-score, inverted left)
JP Morgan FX Vol (z-score, inverted left)
St. Louis Financial Stress Index (inverted, right)
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Back on planet Earth market volatility remains near its recent lows (green line is a cross-market blend of the three volatility gauges depicted in that last chart). Is it any surprise economic growth is becoming less volatile as well? It’s well documented that consumer confidence
is linked to the wealth effect of financial assets. As markets rise in value, people tend to save
less, take on more debt and spend more which gives a boost to the economy.
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On that note, it’s worth pointing out, as highlighted by ING via our friends at Soberlook,
that since the 2016 election, the trend in inflation-adjusted spending has downshifted. Savings, meanwhile, has picked up, possibly reflecting investors’ lack of faith in the staying
power of the wealth they’ve amassed in risk assets. Just as it’s the case of the economy
requiring more marginal debt to generate an equal amount of growth, it could be that the
wealth effect on consumers needs to keep rising at an ever-increasing rate to incentivize
further consumption.

The Fed obviously is well aware of this co-dependency and has been managing policy to the
whims of the ebbs and flows of financial markets. At the smallest equity market correction
of 5-10%, Fed speakers come out of the woodwork promising support. Declines of greater
than 10% and the volatility induced elicit some new form of liquidity. We doubt the Fed has
killed the Minsky Theory. Stability, especially of the engineered ilk, will ultimately breed
instability as proven time and time again.

Great Moderation 2.0
The Eradication of the Boom/Bust Cycle
VIX/MOVE/JPM FX Vol Blend (avg z-score)
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The upshot is that permanently subduing volatility and denying markets a relief valve to
clear out malinvestments, further conditions investors to expect a growing response from
the Fed. To lean back on the Chernobyl analogy, Fed policy is forcing greater and greater
amounts of water, a.k.a. liquidity, to be poured onto the reactor to prevent a meltdown in
the markets.
Luckily for the Fed, with inflation low, policymakers have been able to recreate the Great
Moderation period on the back of overall financial conditions remaining ultra-easy. Keeping volatility in check is what the Fed is targeting to elongate the business cycle. Setting
aside that we know that extraordinary era culminated in the financial crisis, this requires
the Fed to be preemptive and anticipate market stresses before they surface.
No doubt, Powell et al was sideswiped by last September’s repo flare-up. Before last September’s repo flare-up, the Fed had cut the fed funds rate. But that was clearly inadequate
buffering to prevent repo rates from spiking. The Fed has backed itself into a corner and is
obligated to prevent any tightening in financial conditions.
Complicating matters further, banks are piling on pressure for the Fed to ease further just
when it wants to begin to pull back from emergency measures that threaten to become
permanent. Last February at a JPMorgan investor event, a distinct shift was first noted – the
nation’s biggest bank had begun to shrink its loan book and amp up its holdings of longterm bonds. As reported by the Financial Times, “Then chief financial officer Marianne Lake
said that, after years of industry-leading loan growth, ‘we have to recognize the reality of
the capital regime that we live in.’”
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Lake was referring to capital requirements that treat loans as riskier than bonds. By November, the bank’s loan portfolio had contracted by roughly 4% while its bond holdings
had grown by 50%. Curiously, at a time when the Fed was shifting its own balance sheet
away from mortgage backed securities (MBS) holdings, the bulk of JPM’s bond growth
was in MBS against which the lender has to hold appreciably less capital compared to the
underlying mortgages.
The trend has clearly accelerated. Commercial and Industrial (C&I) loan growth at large
banks has turned negative and is at cycle lows. This is a major shift from a year ago when
loan growth was in the double digits after having rebounded sharply from the crash in oil
prices and subsequent industrial recession.
As incredulous as bond bears are at this year’s outset, if C&I lending doesn’t reverse course,
and soon, the U.S. will land in recession, at least if past is precedent. A deeper dive into
negative territory would reflect more than the current industrial recession given C&I lending also reflects loan demand from the dominant service economy which uses proceeds to
satisfy capital expenditures and working capital.
The corollary, as you can see, is a restocking of cash. As surveyed CFOs indicated headed into
the new year, cost-cutting measures are in order in 2020. Battening down the hatches also
entails growing cash holdings, another trend that, if grown, signifies the onset of recession.

C&I Loan Growth and Money Stock Divergence a Red Flag
25%

M2 YoY Growth
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Set in its ways, the Fed ignores a fair share of economic and markets data. Series that can’t
be easily adjusted for seasonality and younger data sets have a hard time getting past the
front door of the Eccles Building. But C&I Loan Growth and M2 Growth have a rich history
and won’t be disregarded out of hand by Fed officials.
Don’t hold your breath waiting for a reporter to ask Powell about these two trends at a press
conference. The Fed is too busy communicating that QE is not QE. Reams have been written
in recent weeks with even the staunchest Fed proponents acquiescing that if investors perceive QE as propping up stocks, then its absence will be interpreted as tightening.
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QI friend Jim Bianco makes an even cleaner case, in Ben Bernanke’s words, no less. Back in
2008, Bernanke said that, “In a pure QE regime, the focus of policy is the quantity of bank
reserves, which are liabilities of the central bank; the composition of loans and securities on
the asset side of the central bank’s balance sheet is incidental.”

To this Jim said, “That's the 2009 definition of QE, full stop. Question over I've just answered
it. The balance sheets going up that is quantitative easing. Now everybody pushes back on
that, because again, that's not the question we're asking. The question we're asking is, “does
that impact the market?” The Fed is trying to twist this definition to say that that last part
of the composition of loans and securities on the asset side of the balance sheet is incidental.
It really should be just long-term securities (to the Fed technicians). But that's not the pure
definition of QE.”
To date, Dallas Fed President Robert Kaplan is the only one to own up. As for the official
line, call it maniacally egotistical. The public is confused.
Fed officials recently went on a road show of sorts. It was dubbed Fed Listens. A bit of indulgence is in order. Consider the following two gems from the December FOMC minutes.
This first excerpt is in response to retirees communicating that healthcare and prescription
drug inflation was prohibitively high and saving rates too low, while low-and-middle-income community representatives lamented that they were weighed down by exorbitant
housing, utilities and food costs. To this a tone-deaf Fed suggested:
	“In light of these considerations, participants generally agreed that they need to communicate more clearly to the public their rationale for, and commitment to, achieving 2
percent inflation on a sustained basis and of ensuring that longer-run inflation expectations are anchored at levels consistent with this objective. To ensure the effectiveness of
these and other communications, several participants stressed that the Federal Reserve
needs to adapt its communications to various audiences.”
Just explain it better, and unsustainable costs of living and inadequate savings income will
vanish?
Those at the lower end of the income spectrum also pointed out that low interest rates did
them no good as they didn’t have access to credit. To this, Fed officials observed:
	“Downturns lead to larger contractions in aggregate demand than would be the case if
all households could borrow to support their consumption spending in response to a
loss in income. The amplification of recessionary shocks was especially large when the
monetary policy response was constrained by the effective lower bound (ELB) on the
policy interest rate. Overall, the analysis suggested that the costs of recessions, as well
as the benefits of economic stabilization, might be larger than suggested by models that
did not account for differences across households regarding their access to credit.”
Household debt offsets a loss of income?
One can only hope that there was no implicit suggestion that the ELB being “constrained”
was an impediment of sorts. Powell has been forthright in saying the Fed will not advocate
negative interest rate policy (NIRP).
Public sentiment surrounding the coronavirus has swiftly turned constructive. Forget that
the global economy was just pulling out of a debilitating industrial recession. Investors
have interpreted air travel restrictions and the massive blow to Germany’s and China’s
economies as being transitory.
More to the point, rising rate cut probabilities are multiplying across the globe. Is the
Fed next?
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If George and I had to write a 2020 Fed policy tombstone, it would likely read, 2020 US
Monetary Policy: The Fed was shooting for a soft-landing but was compelled instead to
ease further.

Aggregating the list of Fed actions in 2019 produces quite the list and signifies the lengths
to which the Fed will go to ensure liquidity remains ample and supportive of risk assets. At
roughly this time last year, the Fed pivoted away from its tightening bias and signaled policy was on hold. This was followed with pulling the plug on its balance-sheet unwind much
sooner than expected. For added measure, they delivered three rate cuts along the way.
We’re not finished yet. More is always more with central banks. As an encore, the Fed was
forced to expand its balance-sheet to wrestle lower repo rates and pump up reserves in the
system. All along, the Fed maintained that these drastic measures were merely insurance
to sustain the economy and our personal favorite, technical operations to ensure reserves
were sufficient. It’s all code for keeping risk markets elevated and we know it. The thing is,
Powell knows it too.
As for the encore to follow all prior encores, with the 3-month/10-year yield curve within
four basis of re-inverting, it’s clear – yet again – that markets have begun to price in further easing. Let’s be as constructive as possible and begin with the best-case scenario. The
coronavirus growth scare passes within a matter of weeks and not months. Our base case
is that the disruption to the global supply chain and consumption persists. And finally, it
may seem like long ago, but there were signs that the global reflation trade was not all it was
hyped up to be before the first coronavirus headline hit. If that is the case, this exogenous
shock could be sufficient to throw Germany and possibly the United States into recession.
Walk through with us what each of these scenarios implies for Fed policy.
• Best Case Scenario - Soft Landing: The Fed believes it has created the conditions needed
to soft-land the U.S. economy. If so, officials will not cut rates in 2020 and move to reduce
its “not QE” Treasury bill buying and repo market footprint. Even then, the Fed will likely
taper the bill program and shift some of its Permanent Open Market Operations (POMO)
purchases into short-maturity coupon Treasuries, to the delight of big banks that would like
nothing more than to sell the ones they hold to the price-agnostic Fed.
We foresee a range of $20-35 billion in Treasury bills plus short coupons per month in a
revised Treasury Reserve Management (TRM) plan. By focusing on the front-end of the
Treasury curve, the aim is two-fold -- try to keep the curve steep while avoiding the large
scale long-end purchases that are viewed as full blown QE. We assign a low probability to
this scenario.
• Base Case Scenario - Failed Global Rebound: Although we will not know for sure the full
impact of the coronavirus on China’s economic activity, it would be a miracle if a big hit to
growth in the first quarter was avoided. Moreover, there’s a material risk of spillover into
the second quarter. It’s conceivable this event does not morph into a pandemic. So long as
any potential fallout can be held offshore and a reluctant Fed prompted to act swiftly, it’s
possible that the U.S. economy does not suffer any contagion effects. Given where we are in
the cycle, we were already skeptical about the reflation trade taking hold and expecting the
Fed to ease further this year.
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At a minimum, the Fed will need to cut short rates down to 1%. How the Fed carries out
these cuts is contingent upon how quickly we see sentiment and markets react to the coronavirus. If financial conditions tighten quickly over the balance of the first quarter, we can
see policymakers delivering two back-to-back rate cuts in April and June. In terms of the
balance sheet policy, we would expect them to up the ante on what we detail in our best-case
scenario. The Fed could keep tapering bills to $15 billion a month but also go further out the
Treasury curve and try some mild form of yield curve control by including POMO purchases
into the 5-year sector at a pace of up to $30 billion a month. In this scenario it’s possible the
SRF finally gets launched to reduce the usage of repo Temporary Open Market Operations.

• Worst Case Scenario – US / German recession: China had already been fighting the trade
war and containing the damage of defaults emanating from its highly leveraged credit
system. If the situation lingers and materially worsens as supply linkages spread damage
outside China’s borders, this coronavirus has the potential to hit growth that was already at
stall speed. From a demand perspective, diverting fiscal spending to contain the coronavirus could hamper China’s capacity to meet its obligations associated with the phase 1 deal,
further harming the already beleaguered U.S. farm economy. The biggest potential casualty
is Germany, whose economy had improved from deceleration to seeing the beginnings of
stabilization pre-coronavirus. A recession in the world’s third-largest exporting nation is
very much in play as things stand. A collapse in Chinese demand for exports would likely
drag the U.S. into a recession as well as catalyzing the long-postponed re-coupling to the
rest of the world’s economy.
In such a scenario, the Fed would certainly return overnight rates back to the zero bound
with the only unknown the speed with which the cuts are made. Events could start as described in our base-case – a couple of insurance eases. But then the Fed would keep cutting
as they see the global economy weaken and eventually push the U.S. towards a recession.
On the balance-sheet, the pace of expansion would quicken, and the Fed would institute
large scale asset purchases (LSAP) across the Treasury curve, what they refer to as QE. It’s
also feasible officials stop MBS proceeds into Treasuries and go back to buying mortgages
as a form of credit easing. (Has Jamie Dimon secretly been in the worst-case camp, sitting
atop a pile of MBS as his bank is?) Depending on the nature of the shocks, it’s even conceivable the Fed would need to introduce other easing tools such as short-term credit lines for
commercial paper as U.S. corporates start to have difficulty refinancing their maturing debt.
If this is not enough shock and awe, the Fed could just skip LSAP QE and go straight to proper
yield curve control by capping rates up through the 10-year yield, as is the case with the Bank
of Japan, and defend those levels by purchasing an unlimited amount of Treasuries as last
occurred during World War II. By having a big balance sheet, the “shortage of reserves” problem disappears rendering the control of short rates immediately easier as the Reverse Repo
Facility would be the only tool needed to prevent short rates from collapsing below zero.

2020 Holds the Potential for Three Fed Policy Scenarios to Unfold
2020 FOMC
Scenarios
Best Case
Scenario
Soft Landing
Base Case
Scenario
Failed Global
Rebound
Worst Case
Scenario
U.S./German
Recession

Rate Policy

No Rate Cuts

Balance-Sheet Policy

N/A

New

Coronavirus
“insurance
cuts”

2 rate cuts:
April, June
(March possible
vs April)

Tweaks

ZIRP
Reintroduced

6 slow
rate cuts or
3 large rates
cuts to zero

Tweaks

Source: Quill Intelligence, TheBondStrategist.com
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Tweaks

New

New

• TOMO Repos roll-off from ~$200 bn to $30bn total
• POMO T-Bills tapered to $60bn to $30bn to $15bn
• POMO short-coupon (1-3yr) USTs up to $20bn
• TOMO Repos roll-off from ~$200 bn to maybe zero if SRF launched
• POMO T-Bills tapered to $60bn to $30bn to $15bn
• Launch the Standing Repo Facility to reduce TOMOs
•POMO short-coupon (plus 1-5yr) USTs up to $30bn
• TOMO Repo sizes fluctate as new MMKT programs get introduced
•POMO T-Bills tapered to $60bn to $30bn
•POMO Full UST Curve QE up to $130bn a month with bills
(potentially open-ended if moving to a yield cap)
•Full MBS proceeds reinvested back into MBS

Lest you lose any sleep, this exercise in Fed policy contingencies has not been futile. These
are not trivial markets laid vulnerable to the vagaries of central bank policy. The next two
panels offer no gray area. China’s debt markets stand at 309% of its country’s GDP while
that of the United States is 327%. Both countries’ central banks must do whatever it takes to
inoculate their credit markets against the havoc that would be wreaked if credit volatility
was to become unanchored. These are anything but moated reserves.

Chinese & U.S. Debt Markets See Unfettered,
Central Bank Sanctioned Post-Crisis Growth
China Government Debt ($tn, left)
China Financial Corporate Debt ($tn, left)
China Nonfinancial Corporate Debt ($tn, left)
China Household Debt ($tn, left)
China Household/Corp/Gov’t Debt % GDP

U.S. Household Debt ($tn, left)
U.S. Nonfinancial Corporate Debt ($tn, left)
U.S. Financial Corporate Debt ($tn, left)
U.S. Government Debt ($tn, left)
U.S. Household/Corp/Gov’t Debt (% GDP, right)
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As is the case with Fed official denialists who scream that QE is not QE, most weighed down
by agendas will insist that there is no correlation between the Fed’s technical operations and
credit markets. We humbly beg to differ. The absolute level of reserves in the system is the
sole determinant of credit market volatility, or more importantly, the lack thereof. Every
time you hear “ample” reserves, know it’s truly about credit volatility containment akin to
petrified Russian technocrats without the spine to test the sanctity of the nuclear reactor in
a state of true distress.
Don’t kid yourself. With the most over-levered credit markets in the world, the People’s
Bank of China has no choice but to coordinate with the Federal Reserve Bank of the United
States to ensure credit market volatility is held at bay. President Xi knows not. Jay Powell
knows not. No one knows where systemic risk lurks. And no politician or central banker
wants to succeed in finishing that (not) treasure hunt. Systemic risk undiscovered is the best
form it can assume.
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Correlation? Causation?
Markets Agnostic So Long as Containment Chief Policy
IG Index Spreads
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If you feel George and I have left you hanging, we humbly submit that we’re incapable
of feigning knowledge as to where systemic risk resides. The only certainty is the Fed is
committed to not having to find out, not on Powell’s or his successor’s watch. The printing
press would sooner overheat.
Traveling back in time to that tragically fateful place, the first hint for the 47,000 residents of
Pripyat that anything was amiss was the special foam treating the streets the morning of the
Chernobyl disaster. Though the sun was shining, they would be kept in the dark until 11:55
that night, even as they were encircled by police donning gas masks. The townsfolk were
given all of 50 minutes to evacuate, which they dutifully did, transported out by buses that
themselves spread radiation to their eventual destinations.
Investors can only hope Fed officials succeed, even as they continue to furiously douse
water on the invisible risk, all in a furious effort to keep the economy cum reactor from
fissuring in searing, fatal fashion.
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